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1. ABSTRACT 
Digital Chiaroscuro: 
Transforming a Classical Style through Digital Animation 
David Michael Lally 
Christopher P. Redmann (Academic Advisor) 
Dave Jones, Ph.D. (Committee Chair Member) 
Matthew Kaufhold (Committee Chair Member) 
 
During the early 17th century, the aesthetic device of chiaroscuro evolved as classical 
painters such as Michelangelo Merisi da Caravaggio and his tenebrist students defined new 
methods of representing figures through heavily contrasting light quality, amplifying the detail in 
form and material properties as well as creating more opportunities for emotional and allegorical 
applications within their paintings.  Centuries later, artists of all media are still incorporating 
elements of chiaroscuro into their work. With the arrival of digital media, artists are presented 
with another opportunity to evolve this classical style through the incorporation of advancements 
in artistic control and production efficiency. However, there is a unique challenge in translating a 
classical style of still imagery into one of sequential imagery.  Through understanding how the 
device came about, one can determine what makes it unique as well as why the classical style is 
worth reviving and evolving through digital effects and animation. 
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KEY TERMS 
Chiaroscuro 
Italian for light and dark, chiaroscuro typically refers to bold contrasts between light and 
dark and the affect it has on the overall composition in a piece of art.  It also refers to 
using contrasts in lighting to represent form, volume, and three-dimensionality.  
Low Key Lighting 
How the chiaroscuro effect is interpreted to photography and film lighting.  Typically, it 
refers to one-point lighting or an over-emphasized key light, with very few or no other 
lights in the scene. 
Rendering 
Rendering is the process of creating two-dimensional representations from three-
dimensional data. 
Compositing 
Combining visual elements from various sources into a single image, typically to make a 
convincing and compelling final results in which all elements appear to belong in the 
same scene. 
Node 
A node is an abstract representation of a data structure. Nodes contain information and 
pass data to each other through connections. 
Pre-Production 
In the context of this thesis, pre-production refers to the earliest stages of story 
development, concept artwork generation, as well as animatic and pre-visualization to 
represent the feeling, pacing, and overall narrative of the animation prior to entering full 
production. 
Animatic 
A series of 2D drawings or storyboards that have been compiled into a linear sequence to 
represent the basic pacing and timing of a film, before shooting or generating CG content. 
Production 
In the context of this thesis, production refers to the stage of the project in which digital 
assets are generated, ranging from characters to environments, as well as their surface 
details, articulation, animation, and lighting. 
Post-Production 
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In the context of this thesis, post-production refers to the stage of the project in which the 
assets generated during production are first rendered, and then modified and composited 
into a unified image.  From here, the images are put together to create a sequential movie 
file. 
Shader 
A shader is the surface of any 3D object.  Shaders can be described as a set of 
instructions in which a rendering engine can determine how light interacts with a given 
surface. 
Ray Tracing 
In computer graphics, ray tracing refers to tracing the path of light as it interacts with 
virtual objects in a e3D scene, allowing the calculation and generation of a final image.  
Ray tracing is typically used for reflections, refractions, as well as various indirect 
lighting effects. 
Point-Based Rendering 
Using an asset called a point cloud, this refers to the method of generating certain lighting 
effects such as color-bleeding, subsurface-scattering, and ambient occlusion without ray 
tracing each object in the virtual scene. 
Arbitrary Output Variable (AOV) 
A feature in the RenderMan interface which allows image data to be stored in different 
channels for further separation and editing during post-production, typically through the 
use of compositing software. 
RenderMan 
RenderMan is Pixar Animation Studio’s proprietary photo-realistic 3D renderer.  
RenderMan is one of the industry standards for modern graphics rendering for feature 
films.   
Side Effects Software’s Houdini 
A high-end 3D animation and visual effects package designed as a procedural 
environment, separating its workflow from that of other 3D animation tools. 
Autodesk’s Maya 
A software application used for 3D animation, modeling, visual effects, rendering, and 
more. 
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2. INTRODUCTION &THESIS OVERVIEW 
 
Since the creation of the device in the 17th century, chiaroscuro, or the handling of light 
and shadow throughout a composition, has been implemented across media as a stylistic and 
storytelling device, helping to define a number of artistic movements and genres.  As media 
evolved, this device has been applied for a variety of purposes, in both still imagery and time-
based media such as film and animation.  Through chiaroscuro, artists have portrayed mood to 
imply drama, captured simulated views of other time periods, applied allegorical meaning to the 
representation of characters and environments, and more.   
This thesis, which builds on the analysis of exemplary implementations of chiaroscuro in 
painting, photography, theater, film, visual effects, and animation, embraces digital technologies 
in order to demonstrate how digital media can evoke similar styles based on the classic 
chiaroscuro device, and transform them into methods of storytelling that are not possible in other 
types of media.  In this thesis, I propose that computer animation offers the potential to express 
chiaroscuro in unprecedented ways, based on specific opportunities in artistic control and 
production efficiency, which ultimately enhance the storytelling possibilities that an artist can 
deliver. 
The research will be comprised of the production and delivery of a short animation in 
which the narrative demonstrates a number of applications of chiaroscuro, specifically as a 
storytelling device, combining the limitless control of lighting within painting with the cinematic 
language established by photography, theater, film, and animation, culminating in an example of 
what is now possible, following this evolution in media. 
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3. BACKGROUND INFORMATION 
 
This thesis is primarily informed by an in-depth analysis of exemplary applications of 
chiaroscuro throughout various forms of media.  Because the thesis will ultimately produce a 
digital narrative in animation, a time-based medium, the research focuses on related sequential 
media with a specific interest in how narratives can be enhanced or entirely conveyed using the 
device.  I will examine chiaroscuro's foundations in both painting and photography to develop a 
context for the device's evolution, followed by a review of the strengths and shortcomings of 
translations into time-based media such as theater, film, visual effects, and animation.  By 
utilizing the aforementioned research, the thesis documents the opportunities within digital 
media for advancing storytelling through the use of chiaroscuro, and proposes a project in order 
to demonstrate these possibilities. 
3.1 Chiaroscuro Interpretations and Foundations 
There are a number of ways to interpret the word "chiaroscuro," and in order to 
accurately discuss the device, it is worth clarifying the specific interpretation to which this thesis 
refers, as well as noting some brief historical elements that resulted in its initial development as a 
historical style in painting.  The term "chiaroscuro" is typically used to express extreme contrasts 
between the light and shadow within a work; however, this specific stylization of the device 
didn't arrive until the late 16th century [1]. Initially, chiaroscuro was not often applied with such 
dramatic contrasts between figures and secondary elements, and would instead be represented 
with delicate gradations between lights and darks across a subject, specifically when dealing with 
work of the 15th and early 16th century.  This would be referred to as chiaroscuro modeling, a 
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device sometimes associated with the technique of sfumato, or the subtle blending of colors 
through translucent overlaying, as developed by Leonardo da Vinci [2]. 
 Although this thesis approaches chiaroscuro painting from a foundational standpoint and 
has more of a focus on sequential media and its relationship to storytelling and the project, it is 
understood that is that the paintings of the 16th and 17th century could convey narrative.  In fact, 
one could argue the utilization of chiaroscuro in these early paintings amplifies the emotional 
impact or somber mood of the event being portrayed.  Throughout the 16th century, Mannerism 
began to feature compositional chiaroscuro. By the time the Baroque era arrives in the late 16th 
and early 17th centuries, compositional chiaroscuro reaches the style that it is most commonly 
known for, featuring subjects enveloped in light and surrounded by a bold darkness that aided in 
the defining form and volume [3]. Related devices that inspired the gradual progression towards 
Caravaggism include using figures, particularly the infant or adult Jesus, as a light source [4], as 
well as the usage of candle light as a primary light source [5], over sun or moon light.  It was 
during this Baroque movement that artists, such as Baglione and Caravaggio, would make 
contributions that would redefine compositional chiaroscuro [5].  The drama developed by harsh, 
single-point lighting, allows the figures within the paintings to become more than just subjects, 
and enter into seemingly frozen moments in a narrative themselves.  The more deliberate and 
dramatic application of the compositional chiaroscuro is the definition on which this thesis 
project focuses. Through understanding how the device came about, one can determine what 
makes it unique as why the classical style is worth reviving and evolving through digital media. 
3.2 Chiaroscuro in Painting 
 Although approached as a foundation medium, the motifs present in some classical 
paintings go on to be reused across media, demonstrating the success and importance of 
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chiaroscuro for certain types of scene portrayal.  Painters of the time, such as Caravaggio and 
Van Honthorst, apply the device as a method of defining the three-dimensionality of forms, most 
commonly being the human body.  The style focuses primarily on the incorporation of a single, 
intense source of illumination, which over time became so extreme that the focal point of the 
painting was the light and shadow, rather than the subject itself.  It is important to note that 
within the medium of painting, the device is best used when there is an importance to 
representing shape or form, in which subtle details can be highlighted or emphasized.  However, 
the presence of the device in these paintings is likely to be considered more artificial, due to how 
unnatural an intense, single light source actually is.  Because of this, the device maintains a very 
specific connotation to its presence, often sending an immediate signal to the viewer that the 
piece being analyzed is intentionally pushing extremes and drama, declaring a somber mood that 
sets the tone for the viewing experience.  
 The following paintings have been included in the research as examples of the medium 
that are most relevant to the thesis project, although the method of chiaroscuro application that is 
represented in these selections was likely to be present in number of other instances. 
3.2.1 The Nativity at Night (Geertgen tot Sint Jans, 1490) 
 The Nativity at Night painting by Geertgen tot Sint Jans follows the late 15th century 
theme of placing religious figures at the focal point of the composition.  To complement this idea 
even further, the artist incorporated chiaroscuro to make an actual figure, in this case the infant 
Jesus, the single light source in the scene [4].  Immediately, the artificiality of the piece is 
defined, but the allegorical implications of this application are strong and easy to grasp.  This 
motif remains considerably uncommon throughout media, most likely due to the fact that it is 
difficult to represent a symbolic light source in this exact way without the use of digital effects or 
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animation.  Furthermore, this example inspires a number of possibilities for exaggerating 
importance on characters or objects in a deliberate ways.   
3.2.2 Conversion on the Way to Damascus (Caravaggio, 1601) 
 Another Caravaggio painting, The Conversion on the Way to Damascus (Fig 3.2.2) 
portrays St. Paul in the moment in which he is knocked off of his horse by a focused beam of 
light.  First, there is allegory at play here in which the light represents the presence of a religious 
entity, a common theme for the time and date. Furthermore, the light is acting as a physical force 
within the scene, rather than as a secondary element that is there to shift a viewer's attention.  
This is a unique and somewhat fantastical example in which the lighting is interacting with a 
character directly, another important implementation of the chiaroscuro device that is difficult to 
achieve in live-action cinema, without the aid of digital effects and animation.  
 
Fig 3.2.2: Caravaggio’s Conversion on the Way to Damascus (detail), 1601. Oil on canvas. 
 
 
3.2.3 Christ before the High Priest (Van Honthorst, 1617) 
 Van Honthorst's Christ before the High Priest (Fig. 3.2.3) has been included in this list as 
an alternative to the exaggerated contrast seen in a number of Caravaggio's paintings.  Unlike 
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Caravaggio's unseen light sources, Van Honthorst incorporated a single candle into the scene, 
prominently illuminating the two primary figures, Christ and the High Priest.  Van Honthorst 
maintains the drama of the scene through the use of the single light source, however he is able to 
capture a more accurate representation of the naturalist ambient light that fills the room, allowing 
secondary characters to remain slightly visible in the background.  While Van Honthorst and 
Caravaggio implement a similar concept into their work, these representations of chiaroscuro 
demonstrate both extreme and subtler implementations of the device.   
 
Fig 3.2.3: Honthorst’s Christ before the High Priest (detail), c. 1617. Oil on canvas. 
3.2.4 The Cardsharps (Caravaggio, 1594) 
    Caravaggio's The Cardsharps (Fig 3.2.4) does not implement the same dramatic lighting as 
seen in a number of his other paintings; however, chiaroscuro is utilized as a method of guiding 
the viewer's eye throughout the canvas.  Although a still painting, as the eye travels throughout 
the composition, more details about the characters are revealed based on gestures, actions, and 
expressions.  Alfred Hitchcock stated that one of the methods for creating suspense in a film is to 
allow the audience to be aware of something within a narrative before an involved character [6].  
In The Cardsharps, Caravaggio demonstrates a very early example of this cinematic technique as 
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a character in the foreground displays his shadowed, cheating hand to the viewer, while the well-
lit characters appear oblivious to his intentions.  This painting stands out for conveying more of a 
direct narrative; and, in some ways, utilizes lighting as a device for guiding the eye, similar to the 
methods employed by theater, which is analyzed below. 
 
Fig 3.2.4: Caravaggio’s The Cardsharps (detail), c. 1594. Oil on canvas. 
 
3.3 Chiaroscuro in Photography 
 Photography represents the first major technological evolution in the representation of 
chiaroscuro across media, through a medium that is based entirely on the capturing of light.  
Unfortunately, because photography does not speak directly to sequential media, there is not 
much advancement to chiaroscuro beyond the technological evolution.  Photography that takes 
more artificial lighting into consideration typically relates closer to the chiaroscuro effect as 
applied by classical painters, and most of the implementations of the device have some overlap 
with its representation in film, which was greatly influenced by the methods and techniques of 
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early photographers.  The technological evolution that arrives with the use of the lens will be 
discussed heavily in the film analysis portion of the thesis document. 
3.4 Chiaroscuro in Theater 
 Chiaroscuro representations in theater represent the first efforts toward translating the 
style into a storytelling device in which entire narratives are conveyed as actors travel in and out 
of the dramatic light source.  The theater has to work within the limitations of the stage and, in 
most cases, utilizes lighting as a method of guiding the audience's attention around the stage, 
equivalent to cutting in film.  Conceptually, the theater employs a number of novel strategies 
toward using light as both a storytelling and stylistic device, some of which are demonstrated in 
the following examples.  While the theater introduces time-based applications for the device, 
limitations of the format arise because all elements must be performed live, making it difficult to 
represent certain stories or effects.  While the limitations are actually the same elements that 
make the theater a unique experience, there are a wide variety of advancements in sequential 
media that will come as a result of further evolution into film and computer animation. 
3.4.1 Les Misérables (1980, Original French musical directed by Hossein) 
 In this classic musical, there are a number of instances where a single character is 
illuminated on the stage to declare importance, similar to the effects seen in some classical 
paintings, such as The Nativity at Night.  Because of this, other secondary characters fall into 
complete shadow, in the same way Caravaggio's paintings push secondary elements into 
darkness.  Focused lighting with a fast narrow cone of illumination is used to cloak a rotating 
stage setup that provides the illusion of characters traveling over large distances during scene 
changes, when in reality they are walking in place [6].  Inventive solutions such as this 
demonstrate effective usage of the chiaroscuro device that can be interpreted as both a stylistic 
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decision as well as using lighting as a solution to one of the theater’s inherent physical 
limitations in dealing with more compact stage space.  Les Misérables’ ambitious stage set ups 
and displays are inspiring, leading the imagination to wonder what would be possible at a larger 
scale, with even greater complexity built into the options for movement of a stage or scene.  Both 
film and digital media offer enhancements to this issue through storytelling devices that are 
specific to their media such as camera cutting, allowing for a wider range of drastically changing 
scenes and lighting situations within the same narrative. 
3.4.2 EUPHORIE (2010) 
 EUPHORIE is a more modern performance piece that combines technology and music to 
create an unusual series of effects throughout its duration.  EUPHORIE, performed by French 
artists Francois Wundschel and Fernando Favier, brings the concept of single point lighting, in 
combination with motion-controlled particle effects and digitally created and projected visuals to 
a physical realm through modern performance art (Fig. 3.4.2).  The performance uses musically 
driven animations with elements of the visuals that can still be manipulated live and in real-time 
in front of an audience.  Two performers stand behind layered curtains of evenly placed LED 
lights and in front of a large screen to display dynamically changing visuals based on the music 
that is played.  As digital audio is played by one of the performers, a second performer holds a 
long florescent tube that when charged, appears to push and pull the lights that are in the 
proximity of the performer, responding to the intensity and direction of the charge.   The flashes 
of simulated shapes of light are both engaging and dramatic in each of the EUPHORIE 
performances. EUPHORIE stands out as an example of modern experimental theatre in which 
lighting is used playfully, and in combination with different types of media, dynamically 
changing throughout the performance in response to performer interaction and various channels 
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of music, in which the performers are using light as the subject of the performance, creating 
patterns and visualizations, allowing themselves to fall into the background. 
 
Fig 3.4.2: Images from a live performance of EUPHORIE as performed by Wunschel and Favier. 
3.5 Chiaroscuro in Film 
 
 With the arrival of film came a culmination of concepts and techniques as derived from 
painting, photography, and theatre, but with direct applications for the chiaroscuro device toward 
the storytelling, mood, and theme within the medium. Like theatre, film is a culmination of the 
written script, acting, and the delivery of events that take an audience through a story.  While a 
script and an actor’s performance could be of high quality, the choices that a director of 
photography makes in the lighting setup can dramatically change how a given sequence of a film 
is received.  With film being a visual medium, the role of lighting places artists in a very 
important position for defining how narratives are conveyed, with different lighting decisions 
being made for a comedy as opposed to a drama.  Chiaroscuro has helped define the aesthetic 
possibilities within film, and as a result, has become an important part of any film production. In 
addition to this, chiaroscuro has defined artistic movements and genres within film, taking 
limitations in lighting and turning it into a purposeful design element such as with German 
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Expressionism, or taking light and shadow and making dramatic and iconic imagery as seen in 
Film Noir, both of which developed some of the more creative applications for the device that 
are still used frequently today.   
3.5.1. German Expressionism  
  German Expressionism came about in the 1920s, influencing areas including sculpture, 
illustration, and film.  Film was heavily influenced by the aesthetic presented by these other 
media types and incorporated similar concepts into the set design, costume design, and even 
lighting design.  The movement was actually brought on by the economic limitations of the time 
period, leaving film crews with limited electricity and only a few lights to work with on any 
given scene. Fortunately, this compelled directors to be creative with their lighting, pushing the 
boundaries in non-realism with their sharp and elaborate set designs, sometimes, attempting to 
simulate light and shadow by painting directly onto walls of the set, also allowing the symbolic 
application of light and shadow to emerge as a result [7].  
3.5.2. The Cabinet of Dr. Caligari and Nosferatu 
The Cabinet of Dr. Caligari (Fig 3.5.2.1) is an example of unified set design and lighting, 
creating disorienting visuals through the use of distorted shapes and props.  These highly angular 
and stylized forms dominate the compositions and guide the viewer’s eye, typically toward the 
subjects.  As the film was shot in black and white, it is often hard to distinguish deep shadows 
from black shapes that were painted on walls, intentionally designed to compensate for 
economical limitations surrounding electricity and lighting [7].  The film inspired various 
elements within film noir and the horror genre, offering ideas toward representing unnatural and 
irregular visuals, patterns and unique set designs to guide the attention within a composition, as 
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well as purposefully making audiences feel a bit uncomfortable through design, which is often 
the intent of horror films.   
Distorted set designs such as these are also found in the 1970 film, The Conformist, 
directed by Bernardo Bertolucci.  In The Conformist, set designs show a similar aesthetic to the 
lighting and costume design throughout many of the film’s compositions [9]. 
 
Fig 3.5.2.1: The distorted set designs of Das Cabinet des Dr. Caligari, directed by Wiene, 1920. 
  Nosferatu (Fig. 3.5.2.2) is one of the earliest horror films that uses shadows as a device 
for delivering suspense and horror.  The shadow play in this film cloaks the antagonist in 
mystery, but also declares his presence in famous scenes, such as the silhouette of the monster 
lurking up the steps with an outstretched claw-like hand.  This is one of the first examples of 
truly motivated shadow play in film, delivering vital storytelling points using only light and 
shadow. 
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Fig 3.5.2.2: Frames from Nosferatu, eine Symphonie des Grauens, directed by Murnau, 1922. 
3.5.3. Film Noir 
Film noir is a genre that stems out of the 1940-50s, and is iconic for both its stylization of 
low-key lighting and strong contrasts between light and shadow, as well as the common 
detective or murder themes many films followed.  Shadow patterns were often used to hide or 
reveal characters, the most notable cliché being the horizontal strips of blinds that shadow a 
detective behind a desk.  Film noirs often deal with extremely bold contrasts in black and white, 
limiting the mid-tones in some films, which flattens characters into iconic representations that 
help define the film noir aesthetic as both powerful and memorable.  There are a number of film 
noir examples that relate to the chiaroscuro stylization through their use of low-key lighting [8].   
 T-Men is an example of film that uses the uncertainty of shadows to convey the feeling of 
mystery and paranoia by having very little visual information present on screen (Fig 3.5.3).  In 
the film, it is not about using darkness as negative space, but as the most important element of a 
scene [9].  Consider the relationship this has to a tenebrist painting, which allows light and 
shadow to become more important than the subject itself.  In a tenebrist painting, the subject is 
often well lit and becomes the core focus of the piece where secondary elements are put into 
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shadow as if they were not relevant to the subject at hand. With low-key lighting in film noir, 
shadow becomes much more, in some cases, asking the audience to stare at the dark areas of the 
composition and wonder, "What's in there?" 
 The concept of shadowing elements or the unknown is a theme that is used for suspense, 
horror, and mystery throughout storytelling.  Whether it is being conveyed with shadow 
continuously or acts as an addition to a climatic build up, using shadow to delay or completely 
deny the reveal of a subject or plot point becomes a storytelling device that resonates in a 
number of popular films.  Alfred Hitchcock has been called the “master of suspense” for his 
work in such films as Rear Window (1954), that feature iconic moments involving light and 
shadow.  One example involves the death of the woman's dog, in which the killer is revealed by 
the glow of his cigarette in a completely dark room [9] (Fig 3.5.3).  Here, the light indicates the 
presence, but the subject remains shrouded in shadow.  Director and Producer J.J. Abrams 
discusses this as "The Mystery Box" effect and states that this specific device creates the 
compelling moments that drive all narrative [10].  Taking the audience to certain points in a 
story, raising a question, and then moving on to answer the question with another question has 
become a popular device for keeping narratives interesting and maintaining an audience, 
particularly in television.  Finally, Brad Bird of Pixar discusses Jurassic Park and audiences 
remembering a scene in which the T-Rex chases the protagonist’s car down a dark road.  Bird 
points out that the reason behind this event being scary isn’t the event itself, but rather the 
buildup, or the scene in which we see the ripples in the water that indicate that the creature is 
nearby, presenting that same element of uncertainty that we saw with the shadow play in films 
like T-Men [11]. 
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Fig 3.5.3: T-Men’s careful placement of shadows (left) and the completely hidden cigarette-smoking 
man as seen in Hitchcock’s Rear Window (right). 
3.5.4. The Details of Street Style 
 Other American dramas such as The Third Man and The Long Voyage Home  (Fig 3.5.4) 
stand out as prime examples of lighting being used to represent a very distinct style, sometimes 
referred to as “street style.” This places an emphasis on the grittiness of urban environments by 
using lighting to bring out the relief details of objects, as well as texture.  Within these and 
related films, it is common to find wet streets that receive a distinct specular highlight, often used 
as an additional design element in the composition of a shot.  Long shadows are also very 
common, as photographers place lights in the distance to have shadows appear on screen prior to 
a character’s arrival or to linger after the character has left frame.  The Third Man (Fig 3.5.4) 
presents an example of this as an anticipatory storytelling device when an elderly balloon 
salesman appears to be a menacing giant while characters participate in a stake out.   
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Fig 3.5.4: The wet, gritty detail of street style Film Noirs as seen in The Long Voyage Home (left) 
and The Third Man (right). 
 The heavy use of the silhouette is also a prominent feature of film noir and related street 
style films, and rethinks? the concept of the single light source, illustrating how lighting can be 
used to flatten an image. This directly contrasts to the application in classical of defining and 
modeling form.  The silhouette is used to define contour, to make a character less of a defined 
model and more of an abstract representation of themselves.  In many ways, this is often used to 
say something about a character, and in some situations, less detail in a composition can do more 
for successfully delivering story information to an audience.   
3.5.5. Lighting Effects 
 In Cold Blood (1967, Conrad Hall) featured shadows of refractions and contours of 
raindrops projected onto Robert Blake’s face, as they dripped down the window (3.5.5).  
Originally discovered by accident, the light and shadow projected a very easy to understand 
metaphor that simulated the emotions that Robert Blake was feeling, even though he was not 
crying [9].  This application demonstrates the power of shadow projection as a storytelling 
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device, as well as a transition into recognizing the potential in what would otherwise be 
considered imperfections within a film.  
 
Fig 3.5.5: The refracted raindrops simulate crying for Robert Blake in In Cold Blood. 
3.5.6. Color in Film 
 With color in film, we regain a visual element that can be used in a number of ways; 
however, by embracing color, film and photography move away from the control of pure black 
and white tonality in their images, causing certain elements of lighting to be reconsidered.  For 
example, if we have our chiaroscuro-influenced lighting set up on both a red and middle grey 
sphere, the red sphere will tend to draw the majority of the audience’s attention as it proves to be 
a very dominating color.  Color theory then comes into play as an enhancement to design, 
allowing film to utilize the devices of the classical painters, while maintaining the unique 
applications of depth of field and other lens effects. 
3.5.7. The Godfather 
 One of the most popular films of all time, The Godfather, is accentuated by careful 
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lighting and color control, which plays a part in developing the mysteriousness of characters, the 
intimacy and drama of private meetings, and the emotional power that amplifies the actor’s 
performances.  In Visions of Light, Conrad Hall calls Gordon Willis the "Prince of Darkness" for 
his skill with underexposure, creating a look in which nearly all characters transform into types 
of iconic silhouettes [9].  Willis notes that he lit most scenes for Marlon Brando specifically to 
give him his presence, and allowed other characters to fall secondary to that aesthetic.  In certain 
moments, the lighting comes from directly above, placing Brando's eyes into complete shadow, 
adding a great deal of mystery and power to the character (Fig 3.5.7).    
 
Fig 3.5.7: The painterly images of The Godfather and heavy use of low-key, silhouetting in The 
Godfather II adds a sense of mystery to the characters. 
 Using The Godfather as a foundation, the use of color goes on throughout film history to 
also be used as an indicator of time period.  Willis mentions that The Godfather has a very brass-
like feeling over all, with many scenes appearing with a yellow hue.  The use of this lighting is 
carried out across the films and marks one of the strongest instances of character development 
through lighting, defining time period, bringing out the subtle facial details of characters to 
define age, as well as add mystery by cloaking features of a character, rather than allowing the 
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audience to clearly see it all.  This is particularly evident in the lighting shift on Pacino’s 
character throughout the series of films as lighting shifted from softer and more feathered 
distributions in the first film, toward high-contrast, heavy, and low-key light sources by the 
second film, just as Brando was lit when he acted as the Godfather in the films, marking an 
iconic character and role transition for Pacino’s character through lighting.     
3.5.8. Barry Lyndon 
 In Stanley Kubrick’s 1975 film, Barry Lyndon, Kubrick and his director of photography, 
John Alcott, took on the challenge of lighting a number of shots with only natural lighting; they 
used no electric lights, relying on candles to create the orange glow they were after (Fig 3.5.8). 
The candle as the sole light source in an image was frequently used by Utrecht Caravaggisti in 
the 17th century, and also by Rembrandt, who is widely known for his painting that display what 
he considered to be natural lighting effects.  Barry Lyndon takes the approach of the tenebrists 
and has actors huddle around the small light source for a number of scenes in the film, similar to 
the feeling of the painting Christ before the High Priest by Van Honthorst. 
 
Fig 3.5.8: Frames from Barry Lyndon lit using ambient candle light. 
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3.5.9. Apocalypse Now 
 Storaro’s Apocalypse Now offers some of its deepest and most emotional scenes through 
the careful application of light and shadow throughout the film, the most dramatic being the final 
sequences between Kurtz (Marlon Brando) and Willard (Martin Sheen).  The emphasis on 
shadow over subject for the first encounter between the two characters is extremely deliberate.  
Rather than lighting the face of Kurtz, only the back of his head is illuminated, leading us to 
wonder who the man is behind the shadows (Fig 3.5.9).  This style of lighting carries on 
throughout the scene and is highly reminiscent of Caravaggist paintings, particular during the 
final years of Caravaggio's life when characters were barely visible in the composition of a 
painting.  Shortly after this scene, lighting is used in a much more emotional way that mirrors 
Willard's confusion, loss of self, and paranoia as he is lost in his cell.  The flickering light, cast 
from small holes in a cell, helps to remove all secondary elements and allow the audience to 
focus on Willard, his struggle, and nothing more. 
 
Fig 3.5.9: Apocalypse Now offers some of the deepest and most dramatic applications of 
chiaroscuro. 
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3.5.10. The Last Emporer and Hero 
 Storaro’s The Last Emperor uses colored lighting symbolically, with specific terms that 
each color used throughout the film represent.  Storaro describes orange as representing the 
warmth of family and the color of the city (Fig 3.5.10), which is often used at highly emotional 
points at the film, specifically involving the lead protagonist.  Another example would be the 
color green representing knowledge, which is found surrounding the tutor character in the film.  
These color representations are not told to the audience directly, but they indicate a particular 
visual message that remains continuous throughout the film. Years later, Zhang's Hero takes a 
similar approach toward symbolic color usage, but addresses the subjective nature of color 
representation by using colors to represent much different things than The Last Emperor.  It is 
worth noting that Hero utilized some digital post-production in order to achieve specific hues of 
color across a number of scenes. 
 
Fig 3.5.10: The Last Emperor displays numerous examples of extremely monochromatic colored 
lighting. 
3.6. Lighting in Digital Effects 
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 Through numerous examples of chiaroscuro as it transformed through low-key lighting in 
film, we can see a range of applications for the device, involving character accentuation, image 
flattening, form declaration, texture and detail emphasis, the projection of shapes and shadows 
that complement set design, as well as deliberate compositional control and direction of focus.  
All of these elements contribute to how a story is received, believed, and how it creates a lasting 
visual impact on the viewer.  
  As we move into the digital medium, further enhancements to these applications are 
developed; clearer image quality and aspects of resolution help improve image fidelity to an even 
greater extent.  New opportunities arise with the arrival of digital effects and computer 
animation, leaving a wealth of unexplored territory within media that has great potential for the 
expression and reinterpretation of chiaroscuro.  In 1993 John Bailey stated, “In the same way 
that cinemascope and panorama changed the way we looked at films in the 1950s, we’re looking 
at a moment like that for film now.” 
3.6.1.  300 
300 is considered a shot-for-shot adaptation of its graphic novel counterpart by the same 
name.  The film utilizes the digital back lot technique in which no location or practical sets are 
used during production and the sets are constructed digitally in post-production.  Matching the 
heavily contrasting style of the graphic novel, the film attempted to replicate the visuals in a 
realistic manner, which often gave settings a surreal appearance that may have not been 
otherwise achievable in film (3.6.1).  Careful attention to color detail (bronze/yellows) indicated 
time period and low-key lighting was used to bring out the texture, form, and gritty nature of the 
human body and the harsh environments in which the story takes place.  Through lighting, 
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characters became idealized, similar to the subjects of classical Caravaggio paintings. 
 
Fig 3.6.1: Frames from 300 displaying some contrasting color palettes with extremely stylized 
lighting and amplified detail in forms, particularly in the human body. 
3.6.2. I Am Legend 
 I Am Legend is a modern take on a vampire-style mechanic established in films like 
Nosferatu.  It is in this style of film that we see the Conversion on the Way to Damascus use of 
lighting as a physical force within narrative as the creatures, usually evil, lurk in the shadows and 
will burn if they step into the light, a physical force to them, potentially representing what the 
characters were before they changed in their physicality.  Because of the fantasy-like nature of 
these concepts and themes, digital effects are used to make them a reality.  There are a number of 
scenes in which the protagonist must enter into the shadows after his companion, where the 
mystery of the shadows quickly brings in suspenseful elements.  Another example of lighting 
being used as a force in the film is the scene in which a single beam of light prevents zombie-like 
dogs from attacking the injured protagonist.   
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Fig 3.6.2: Frames from I Am Legend, displaying softer, ambient lighting as well as strongly 
contrasting lighting on a digital creature’s face.  Notice how the creature on the right is receiving a 
physical effect from the light hitting its face. 
3.6.3. Cloverfield 
 Cloverfield was produced by J.J. Abrams, who as discussed previously, ties much of a 
compelling narrative to his notion of “The Mystery Box.”  The film takes a unique approach to 
narrative delivery, in which a fantasy horror story is shot as if it were a documentary, similar to 
films like the Blair Witch Project in 1999.  These films take advantage of the imperfections of 
the technology and use devices such as shakiness, camera glitches, and heads up display 
graphics, to help convey parts of a story.  The majority of the film is shot at night, leaving only 
the glow of streetlights and dim interiors to display the action.  Because of this, shadows are used 
as a type of "Mystery Box" that cloaks a large monster, attempting to the goad the viewer 
throughout the film, wanting to see more of it and receive answers about what it is.  An iconic 
scene for one-point lighting features smaller creatures that attack the group of characters as they 
travel down dark subway tunnels with only a flashlight.  Again, we have a storytelling device 
that places emphasis on the shadows throughout the film, in which viewers will be curious as to 
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whether or not they see something moving in the darkness.   
 
Fig 3.6.3: Frames from Cloverfield showing a combination of shadows and handheld cameras to 
hide the details of the monster and add suspense to the scene. 
3.7. Animation and Storytelling 
 Steven Spielberg discusses the role of the animator as the "father of cinema,” stating that 
so much care goes into every element of an animated production, nothing is left to be decided 
"on set," forcing directors to be decisive with the visual decisions they make.  The ability of 
animation to truly capture the imagination of an artist is similar to that of illustration or painting, 
but as a time-based medium that allows us to tell stories in new and exciting ways. In some 
ways, animation allows us to return to the chiaroscuro device as interpreted and applied by 
classical painters, as it turns away from the immediate realism of the camera and embraces more 
artificial representation.  This thesis project attempts to illustrate how animation allows for more 
metaphorical opportunities in every element of its design.  
3.7.1. Fantasia 
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 Fantasia (1940, Algar, Armstrong) is one of the earliest Disney films and it offers a 
number of significant examples of the use of light and shadow being simulated through 
illustrated images, even more so than more modern Disney films.  In The Sorcerer's Apprentice, 
the viewer receives a fantastical view of Mickey Mouse's interaction with magical broomsticks 
that spring to life, a story that would be a considerably hard sell in film at the time.  Here, 
animation explores areas of the imagination that would be otherwise impossible to represent in 
other types of media.  This portion of the film uses the lighting to set the mood of the scene 
initially, but eventually embraces more applications, such as the scene in which Mickey destroys 
his broomstick-man creation violently, represented by red lighting and a shadow of the event cast 
on a wall outside of the room.  This type of shadow play would later be embraced by a number 
of directors, such as Hitchcock in Psycho, which wouldn't be filmed for another twenty years.  
Furthermore, once the broomstick-characters multiply and become uncontrollable, their 
dominant presence is represented through long, colored shadows that are being cast on the wall.  
The colored shadows keep an analogous color theme visible, but cool down some of the warmer 
tones present earlier in the piece (Fig 3.7.1). 
 Another piece within Fantasia is Night on Bald Mountain (Fig 3.7.1) which is an 
imaginative story involving a demon-like creature that takes over a small town.  In comparison to 
films like Snow White, Fantasia stands out as a uniquely imaginative piece when considering 
how the shorts could be represented in film at the time.  As Bald Mountain opens, the viewer is 
introduced to the silhouette of the large demon character that is clearly not of this world.  As the 
short goes on, the viewer discovers that the character is shadow, as his methods of locomotion 
and interaction are equivalent to a shadow moving and distorting across surfaces.  Here, 
animation not only allows shadow to become the subject of the story, but actually incorporates it 
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as a primary character, acting as a dominating force within a defenseless town. 
 
Fig 3.7.1: Frames from The Sorcerer’s Apprentice and Night on Bald Mountain from Fantasia 
showing some fantastical creatures through silhouetting and shadow-play.   
 3.7.2. The Nightmare Before Christmas 
 Nightmare Before Christmas (1993, Burton, Selick) is a stop-motion animation with 
various traditional elements illustrated on top of the live action frames.  The film stands out as an 
excellent example of light and shadow applied for compositional reasons; as the protagonist 
stands in front of the circle of the moon, powerful gestures bring out his unique contour and 
show his importance over the other elements in the scene.  Furthermore, the film has a creative 
distorted set design and often applies long shadows to emphasize the disorientation in the 
environment (Fig 3.7.2), similar to the effect seen in Das Cabinet des Dr. Caligari. 
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Fig 3.7.2: The distorted and heavily contrasted environments and characters of The Nightmare 
Before Christmas. 
3.7.3. The Lion King 
 The Lion King (1994 Allers, Minkoff) offers a level of polish that is not present in all of 
Disney's films, specifically in the area of including both sharp and soft shadow effects.  A 
particularly strong scene is during the song "Be Prepared" in which the antagonist Scar comes 
into his character.  Scar's surroundings are seemingly poison, with green light emitting from 
below the rocks that he's perched upon.  Always higher than other characters, Scar declares his 
power and importance, casting a long shadow that represents how much bigger he sees himself 
than he truly is.  As the scene moves on, Scar's army forms and the shifting shadows often 
represent their presence in the environment, even during close-ups of Scar. 
3.7.4. Mulan 
  Mulan (1998, Bancroft, Cook) presents an alternative to the long shadow-casting device 
that is used in The Lion King and delivers it as a comedic representation of a character that is 
small, but appears to view himself with a much larger importance.  The same device was used in 
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The Third Man during a scene in which a balloon salesman's shadow appears to foreshadow the 
arrival of a large being, but instead reveals the elderly balloon salesman once he turns a corner. 
 
Fig 3.7.1: Frames from The Lion King and Mulan displaying long shadows that tower above 
characters both in and outside of frame as storytelling devices. 
3.8. Computer Animation 
 Computer animation is highly influenced by the foundations that are set by traditional 
animators, following the same principles of animation, even though the medium has evolved 
with technology.  Computer graphics are often evaluated and rated based on elements of 
photorealism, but this shouldn’t always be the sole criterion for their analysis.  Photo-realism 
certainly has its place in computer graphics, specifically in digital effects films, I believe that the 
style is not necessary for conveying a believable narrative.  In fact, some animations may 
resonate with an audience in a greater way because of their ability to convey a unified feeling, in 
which the viewer believes in the story, even without live action counterparts.  In a 2005 panel, 
Ed Catmull of Pixar discusses the argument between the goal of computer graphics as art instead 
of reality, and matching visuals to a story appropriately.  Andrew Stanton clarifies the use of the 
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term "hyper-reality" in an effort to avoid the use of the term "photo-realism," stating that one can 
go outside any time and see the real world and that an artist should be striving to represent the 
worlds of their imaginations.     
 In addition to this, the format of the short animation speaks to the intentions of this thesis 
project very closely, as the majority of feature-length films are only able to feature specific 
scenes that utilize lighting in such a dramatic way, rather than keeping it continuous throughout a 
film’s entirety, as a larger story may need to reserve lighting for specific sequences across 
various acts. Computer animated shorts present the opportunity to tell stories in a short amount 
of time, allowing the artist to make a powerful statement with their art throughout an entire 
narrative. 
3.8.1. The Cathedral 
 The Cathedral is a short animation that is designed to work as a metaphor, specifically 
through the environment and lighting.  The Cathedral stands out as a piece of animation that 
finds an allegorical representation for light itself.  Various elements that have been mentioned 
throughout film and traditional animation analysis are present in this short, including using light 
as a physical force, the accentuation of character and texture details, and as a form declaration 
device.  The beauty of The Cathedral is that it can stand on its own as a short story, even if the 
viewer does not grasp the metaphorical representation of the piece.  Furthermore, the world that 
we are taken into is completely imaginative, delivering a fantastical story that only animation can 
represent and make believable (Fig 3.8.1).   
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Fig 3.8.1: The character from The Cathedral illuminates the interior of an environment that is 
completed charged by the energy of light. 
3.8.2. The Light of Life 
 Daihei Shibata’s The Light of Life features a transition from abstraction to photo-
surrealism as it follows the form of an amoeba making its way through an abstracted 
environment during its journey to create and discover human life.  The piece is simple, with the 
first half of the short featuring frames that are primarily dark, illuminated only by the amoeba 
shapes and a variety of ambient particle effects that swim throughout the world.  The shapes 
reveal the human form over time, but due to the macro-shot style maintained throughout, muscle 
forms are abstracted into hills and valleys until the human character is revealed at the end of the 
short.  This piece was chosen to be included as an example due to the completely simulated 
reality it portrays, the seemingly bioluminescent subject matter, and the extremely localized light 
sources that occur up until the fully illuminated scene in the last few shots (Fig 3.8.2). 
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Fig 3.8.2: The amoeba floats around the abstracted environment as the sole, localized light source 
for a large portion of The Light of Life. 
3.8.3. Splitting the Atom 
 Splitting the Atom is a music video designed for the group Massive Attack that was 
directed by Edouard Salier.  This piece was included as it features an incredibly abstracted 
environmental landscape that was developed to appear very planar for strong contrasts between 
highly reflective highlights and shadowing.  Light is seemingly cast directionally and from 
sources that are frozen in time, an effect only achievable through animation and digital effects.  
My thesis animation uses a similar effect of time stopping, and while this music video does not 
transition from motion to frozen time, the lighting is set up to highlight on the most climatic 
areas of the story as it is revealed and maintains a heavy emphasis on contrast and tonality 
throughout (Fig 3.8.3). 
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Fig 3.8.3: The abstracted city is frozen in the moment, with static light sources stemming from 
explosions and gun flares in Massive Attack’s Splitting the Atom. 
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4. APPROACH 
 With the aforementioned research in mind, this thesis analyzes the process of developing 
a narrative that applies light and shadow in symbolic ways, as a storytelling device, and in areas 
that emphasize the importance of computer animation in the continued enhancement of the 
chiaroscuro device.  Based on the analysis of how chiaroscuro has been transformed through 
various types of media, the project recognizes areas of opportunity and suggests means in which 
digital media can push the style even further and in more elaborate ways. 
 I have determined that there are two major components to the analysis of how computer 
graphics can enhance the chiaroscuro device and they will be highlighted on throughout the 
development of the thesis project.  These two hierarchical components are the major increases in 
artistic control that are gained when implementing computer graphics into the process of a film 
or animation, as well as the continued advancements in production efficiency and how the device 
can be realized in practical ways through technical processes and intelligent pipeline 
management. 
4.1. Artistic Control 
 When working digitally, the artist is not confined to the limitations of what would be 
considered practical, such as certain lighting arrangements and camera moves.  In Visions of 
Light, Nestor Almendros makes a comment that prior to sound hardware, "cameras were freer" 
and the medium was liberated because the camera could be anywhere.  Technology has certainly 
improved film hardware since Almendros’ statement in 1992; however, the demand for higher 
quality visuals and sound has also increased, usually meaning that large video and audio units are 
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often still required when shooting motion pictures.  Computer graphics address the visual 
component of these concerns with not only the use of virtual cameras, but the complete digital 
replacement and extension of sets, characters, or any other element that may be necessary on a 
project.  If directors of photography such as Nestor Almendros once felt artistically limited by 
the burdens of technology, computer graphics provides a response that reopens the possibilities 
of what can be visually represented on screen, especially when it comes to digital light 
simulation. 
4.1.1. Balancing Realism with Artistic Aesthetic 
 While artists such as Caravaggio have a variety of paintings that represent realistic 
portrayals of figures undergoing popular religious events, chiaroscuro owes its longevity to 
Caravaggio and the tenebrists’ ability to exaggerate the effects of light so they starkly stand out 
against the darkness of an image.  This extreme exaggeration marks the artistic intent to allow 
lighting to become non-realistic in order to purposefully represent a subject matter more 
prominently in an effort to give more motivation to the light sources [12].  Jeremy Birn describes 
the motivation of scene lighting as the cause or reasoning behind each light, deliberately 
positioning and controlling each for a desired effect [13].  Birn declares that, “lighting and 
cinematography are arts, not just sciences,” meaning that there are often, if not always, visual 
goals of lighting that outweigh the realism of the scene.  Birn distinctly lists some of these goals 
as: making the subject read, making a scene more believable, enhancing shaders and effects, 
maintaining continuity, directing attention, and most importantly, amplifying emotional impact 
[13]. 
 If we are to consider Caravaggio and tenebrist painting as the foundation for the 
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chiaroscuro device, in which a painter represents the lighting of a scene exactly as they desire, 
controlling all qualities of the light from their mind to the canvas, then other media such as 
photography, theatre, and even film have not been able to handle lighting with the same level of 
control.  Apodaca and Gritz state that despite the live-action cinematographers’ wide range of 
practical trickery, computer graphics “can do better” as it removes the physics from light sources 
and grants the artist complete manipulative control once again [14].  This time, however, it can 
be imposed at a greater scale, influencing both sequential imagery and storytelling with the 
potential to represent both photo-realistic scenes as well as photo-surrealistic or stylized scenes. 
4.1.2. Photo-surrealism and Nonphysical Lighting in Computer Graphics 
 Rather than referring to lighting and visual representations as “unnatural” some artists 
and technical directors prefer the term “photo-surrealistic” [11].  While many computer-
generated films are based in realism, everything from the sets, characters, animation, and even 
lighting can be “bent and shaped” as the director wishes [14].  Because reality is being altered 
within the imagery, it is important to analyze some of the specific ways that artists are able to do 
so through computer graphics. 
 At the highest level, the position and qualities of light are completely simulated in 
computer graphics.  Lighting qualities such as the color temperature, brightness, softness, throw 
patterns (cookies), and the light’s angle can be manipulated to achieve an artist’s desired image 
[13].  A light can even be cast from an invisible source, allowing for final control and precision 
where a light might previously be required to be in frame were it film or photography.  This is 
also important in environmental settings in which characters may need to be separated from their 
environments so that the subject reads more easily and the available visible light sources do not 
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provide the proper effect [13].   
 At a more advanced level, light can be manipulated in even more dramatic ways. 
Apodaca and Gritz provide a number of noteworthy examples in Advanced Renderman, 
including granting a light negative intensity so that it absorbs light from the scene, or single 
lights that cast separate colors or temperatures onto the various highlights or shadows of an 
object [14].  Apodaca and Gritz also discuss the ability to control whether a light emits only 
diffuse or specular contributions to a scene, as well as the ability to have full 3D volumetric 
control over an emitted light [14].  
4.1.3. The Relationship between Light, Shadow, and the Objects of a Scene 
 Computer graphics bring forth a unique opportunity for light, shadow, and the objects of 
a scene that can allow for the manipulation of their ability to influence.  For instance, in a 
situation in which a subject is to be the focus of a shot and the background is to be as subdued as 
possible to gear the audience’s attention toward the character, it is possible to unlink the 
background elements from certain lights using computer graphics.  This means that the character 
can remain illuminated by a light, but that same light will not cast light or shadow on the 
environment.  While this has many photo-surrealistic qualities to it, it is another example of 
complete control over light relationships throughout a scene. 
 As mentioned previously, the physical laws governing shadow casting can be bent in 
order to achieve a desired artistic effect.  In fact, a light has the potential to cast a shadow 
without emitting any light itself.  This is useful in situations where the angle of the shadow cast 
needs to be cheated, while maintaining a particular light set up for the focus of a shot [13].  
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When dealing with live footage, it is often necessary to composite additional elements into the 
scene.  The ability to generate and render shadows by themselves, as cast from proxy 3D 
geometry in a digital scene, will allow a digital compositor to add shadows to a live-action plate 
to add realism to the composited elements.  In the example scene below (Fig 4.1), the actor was 
shot in a standard shooting studio with a green screen (1), initially placed into the 3D 
environment and CG elements were added to his figure (2), and through the use of proxy 
geometry within the scene, shadows from both the live action plate and CG elements can be cast 
onto the 3D environment beneath the actor’s feet (3).  With this, it is worth noting that while my 
thesis project will be an exercise in computer animation, all of these examples and techniques are 
transferable to visual effects for live action films.  
 
Fig 4.1: The live actor is digitally composited into the scene and casts shadows onto 3D geometry. 
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4.1.4. Control of Optics and Surface Detail 
 In addition to nonphysical lighting, computer graphics also make a variety of other 
devices available to the artist, including nonphysical optics manipulation and complete surface 
control.  Apodaca and Gritz discuss primarily the simulation of reflections and refractions, which 
are often used as both hero and secondary elements in animation and film.  The strength of 
reflection or refraction, on what materials they occur, what objects are eligible to be reflected or 
refracted, and even the blurriness of the reflection can all be controlled in computer graphics.  
Advanced Renderman points to a specific instance in which the character “Buzz Lightyear” of 
their film, Toy Story, often has multiple reflection and refraction events occurring simultaneously 
on the character’s helmet [14].  Advanced Renderman states that the reflection of the room is 
blurred, the character that Buzz is talking to is rendered in the reflection sharply, and a nearby 
television set is also represented sharply; however, none of these elements occlude the hero’s 
face [14].  In addition to reflection and refraction control, depth of field and other lens effects are 
also easily achievable, including more advanced aperture considerations such as bokeh effects 
[13].  
 Surface details are also modifiable using combinations of techniques that allow even 
simplistic geometry to display deep relief details at render time.  Processes known as bump, 
normal, and displacement mapping are just some of the methods for simulating depth on a 
surface.  Particularly with displacement mapping, the relief detail is actually able to cast realistic 
shadows, as seen in this example of the thesis animation in which the depth of bricks can be seen 
as illuminated by the light trail effect (Fig 4.2.). 
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Fig 4.2: Bricks on the wall display their relief detail as an animated light goes by. 
 Surface details are important, as they can be a very powerful visual descriptor within a scene, as 
seen in so many “street style” black and white films, such as On the Waterfront.  In computer graphics, if 
an artist is not content with how much light a surface is capturing, they maintain the power to amplify 
relief details, or even animate them, which are two techniques that are unavailable in other media. 
4.1.5. Unique Environment and Creature Design 
 Over time, animation has shown us a few fantastical characters that feature some form of 
illumination as a part of their character design.  There are a number of notable examples of 
character reveals that use bioluminescent lighting on a character design throughout traditional 
and computer animation, that is, to allow a character’s own ability to illuminate areas of itself to 
contribute light into the scene that it exists within.  Fantastia’s Night on Bald Mountain 
demonstrates a unique shadow effect as the character sweeps across a village that would not be 
practically possible in live-action without the help of digital effects; Peter Jackson’s Lord of the 
Rings: The Fellowship of the Ring introduces the “Balrog” creature through a mixture of fire, 
smoke, and an illuminated whip (Fig 4.3). 
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Fig 4.3: The creature from Fantasia’s Night on Bald Mountain (left) and the “Balrog” character from the 
Lord of the Rings. 
 
 Any design element that an artist wishes can be worked into the lighting design.  Practical 
creature suits that could not feature complex light patterns, or that would be dangerous for the 
actor wearing them, can be resolved through digital compositing.  Environmental effects are also 
eligible for more controlled lighting effects in everything from simulating bioluminescence of 
exotic fantasy jungles to glowing atmospheric elements, as seen in James Cameron’s Avatar (Fig 
4.4). 
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Fig 4.4: Glowing atmospheric creatures surround the digitally rendered heroes of Avatar. 
 
4.2. Production Efficiency  
 Storaro states that photography and painting relate to still imagery and are a “single” art 
[9].  By this, Storaro is referring to the fact that painting and photography enable a single person 
to be the only one that interacts with the canvas or camera if they chose to do so. With films, 
more often than not, a large number of people are required to be present during shooting to 
handle all of the technology involved.  While larger scale features still require large teams, the 
power of modern computer graphics software enables a single artist to create their own short 
animations faster than ever before. As a result, the “single” artist is able to create art again. 
4.2.1. Ray Tracing and Point-Based Rendering 
 One very real issue regarding computer graphics that needs to be addressed is the time it 
takes to render some of the effects that were discussed previously.  While there are cheats for 
nearly every effect, to truly calculate certain items such as reflections and refractions can often 
by quite expensive for a lengthy production.  For my two minute long thesis animation, put into 
production over six months, these time constraints were amplified even further, causing me to 
look into the various methods of rendering that would be available to achieve the lighting effects 
I felt were necessary to implement my artistic goals. 
 When discussing reflection and refraction calculations in Advanced Renderman, Apodaca 
and Gritz note “ray tracing is generally considered by the production community to be 
computationally too expensive to use except in particular extreme circumstances” [14]. It is 
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worth noting that this text was written in 2000 and computing hardware has become increasingly 
efficient, especially when dealing with farm-based rendering across multiple computers.  On 
productions such as Cars (2006), Pixar Animation Studios developed a hybrid renderer that uses 
both their REYES algorithm and on-demand ray tracing to compensate for the need for ray 
tracing for a feature-length film [15].  Ray tracing is also commonly used for the simulation of 
more sophisticated lighting effects such as ambient occlusion (object to object shadowing in a 
scene based on regions that are occluded by other objects), color bleeding (allowing light to 
bounce around a scene, borrowing and casting the color of objects onto nearby objects), caustics 
(lighting that remains focused, rather than being diffusely scattered), and subsurface scattering 
(which is essential for translucent surfaces) [13] [14] [16].  While there are many desirable 
effects to be gained by ray tracing and there are solutions for practically applying it to feature-
length productions, there are now more practical alternatives. 
 With the arrival of the point-based rendering workflow into major motion-picture 
pipelines around 2006, these advanced lighting effects became faster than ever to generate, all 
without tracing a single ray.  The team at ILM that was working on Pirates of the Caribbean: 
Dead Man’s Chest was able to generate ambient occlusion, color bleeding, and image based 
lighting more efficiently than before and within more complex scenes than would have 
previously been possible [17].   The production notes that its initial tests compare a ray traced 
ambient occlusion pass at ten hours to approximately two hours using the point based method 
[17].  In an April 2010 CGSociety article regarding Pixar’s integration of the point-based 
workflow, a similar comparison was run on the same model, with point-based rendering being up 
to eight times faster than ray tracing (Fig 4.5) [17]. With the arrival of point based rendering as it 
is now fully integrated into production pipelines (Pixar, ILM, and more) [17], the lighting and 
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shadowing effects that allow scenes to be represented accurately and realistically, even when 
dealing with photo-surrealistic content, are now widely accessible and plausible thanks to the 
efficient solution.     
 
Fig 4.5: CGSociety and Pixar’s ray tracing to point-based rendering comparison for occlusion. 
While the point-based rendering method was not used in every shot throughout the my 
thesis animation, shots featuring electric-vine growth in which light spills onto the ground, 
heavily featured point-based color bleeding using Pixar’s RenderMan.  Time constraints, which 
will be discussed in detail in the “Experimentation” portion of this document (4.4.3.), were a 
major proponent of my interest in embracing this workflow to achieve realistic lighting effects 
on a fantastical story element with tight deadlines (Fig 4.6).  Another noteworthy point is the fact 
that point-based lighting effects can be heavily directed as well since they don’t need to be 
calculated as ray traced solutions do [17].  In the case of Pixar’s RenderMan, they are often 
applied to a light just like an artist’s usual digital light set up so that additional effects, such as 
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cookies can be applied and intensity values controlled [17]. 
 
Fig 4.6: Highly incandescent vine effects crawl onto nearby hero objects, color-bleeding bright light onto the 
pavement using the point-based rendering method. 
4.2.2 Digital Compositing 
Ron Brinkman’s The Art and Science of Digital Compositing defines digital compositing 
as “the digitally manipulated combination of at least two source images to produce an integrated 
result” [18].  While many of the lighting effects that have been discussed up until this point have 
primarily taken place in a full 3D application, once the artist renders those images, they become 
2D.  Digital compositing tools allow the artist to manipulate their work even further, without 
having to re-render which, as we derive from the ray tracing and point-based rendering 
comparison, can be quite expensive in terms of computer processing power and time.    
A smart computer graphics pipeline will feature multi-pass rendering in which the 
elements of the scene, such as hero characters, environments, and effects, can be rendered 
separately and combined in a digital compositing application later.  In addition to this, renderers 
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like Pixar’s RenderMan feature the ability to output Arbitrary Output Variables (or AOVs) 
allowing for the separation of the channels within the image.  With this, an artist is able to 
address specific channels of the image in the digital compositing application; these the isolated 
diffuse color, diffuse shadowing, incandescence, occlusion, refraction, specular color, specular 
shadow, subsurface scattering, ambient channel, and more.  With these AOVs, the artist can 
often adjust lighting even after the 3D rendering process and use the powerful tools of a digital 
compositing application in order to achieve their desired lighting result.  Below is an example of 
multi-pass rendering in which the environment, characters, and other hero elements were 
rendered separately, each with their own AOV set for manipulation in post to achieve the final 
image (Fig 4.7).  Notice the isolated diffuse color pass (1), the addition of shadowing (2), 
specularity and character integration (3), and the final image with the hero and full crowd (4).  
When integrating CG elements into live footage or vice-versa (as seen above in Fig. 4.1), digital 
compositing is a necessary process to create believable material ready for the screen. 
 
Fig 4.7: A few steps of the digital compositing process using multi-pass renders. 
4.3 Project Overview and Research Implementation 
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The following is a short treatment of the “Digital Chiaroscuro” thesis production, which 
includes an overview of the character, environment, and a synopsis of the overall story.  
Following the synopsis overview, I will be specifying what happens from shot to shot, as well as 
the intent behind the lighting in the different stages of the short. 
4.3.1. Narrative Treatment with Story Breakdown 
Set in a common urban alleyway, this animation attempts to provide a glimpse into a 
fantastical plane of existence that we are otherwise unable to witness.  What if the most 
simplistic processes of our everyday lives were larger than life occurrences that were unseen and 
under-appreciated?  This animation takes a look at the lighting of a simple street lamp in just that 
way, visualizing a take on that process as if our understanding of electricity, the excitement of 
electrons, and the creation of photons, were all re-interpreted and personified into the actions of 
an imaginary species of creatures.  These dog-like beings rush through our world at incredible 
speeds, containing the ability to emit a special type of energy that triggers the light emission 
from objects in the world –in this case, a street lamp in an alleyway.  The audience will be 
delivered into this world at the moment when time stops within our urban setting, following one 
of these creatures as he reveals to the audience the process of lighting a street lamp like they’ve 
never seen before. 
Character 
The dog-like creature is the only character within the short animation.  The anatomy of 
the creature resembles that of a dog or wolf with a thicker neck and a heavier muscle build.  The 
proportions of the character are stylized, as the eyes, ears, paws, and areas of the torso have been 
pushed to emphasize expression in those areas.  Along the spine of the creature are four circular 
geysers that reveal an area beneath the surface of the skin that are constantly blooming with 
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light, implying the energy residing within the species.  Toward the end of the spine, where the 
fifth circular geyser would be placed, is a long tail-like extremity that will be fully incandescent, 
illuminating the area around the rear of the creature.  The creature is hairless, with most of its 
fine details coming from the thickness of the skin, and defined muscles throughout the body.  
The creature maintains a vine-like pattern that is pulsing with light, traveling throughout the 
creature’s entirety and peaking at each of the four geysers along its back.  Finally, creature 
design features large, spherical eyes, which appear to be orbs of light, without pupils; this de-
humanizes the, and implying that it is from some other plane of existence.  The creature will be 
expressing the majority of its emotion through its large eyes, long ears, and tail (Fig 4.3.1).  This 
character design will allow for a wide range of opportunity to display a creature that would be 
difficult to represent outside of digital effects and will also provide unique lighting opportunities 
in terms of defining the characters silhouette and interplay between his presence in both light and 
shadow throughout the animation. 
 
 
 
Fig 4.3.1: An early piece of concept artwork showing the design of the light creature. 
 
Character Traits 
Regarding the process of emitting the light energy, the creature can do so in two ways: 
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When the creature applies the energy while traveling, it is able to accelerate faster than the speed 
of light, transforming into a type of light trail, in which its figure is cloaked by a blur of turbulent 
electric trails, indicating its path of travel.  This is seen in the beginning of the animation as the 
creature darts throughout the city quickly, prior to arriving at the focal street lamp of the short 
animation (Fig 4.3.2).  This effect is also used while lighting the street lamp, in which the 
creature creates a circular light trail beneath the lamp, indicating the target range that the light 
should emit toward.  It is important to note that in this instance, the creature does not need to be 
consistently within the light trail for it to remain active.  Here, the creature rushes with the trail 
for a while, then allows it to spin on its own once it has enough momentum (Fig 4.3.3). 
   
Fig 4.3.2 and 4.3.3: The light trail effect with the creature in motion and emerging from the trail. 
 
 
The secondary application of the creature’s energy is the most essential for turning the street 
lamp on.  When the creature plants itself on the ground, it is able to focus the light energy and 
can emit a beam of light at a target (Fig 4.3.4), which in this instance is the street lamp.  This 
effect is visualized as a vein or vine-like effect, mirroring the design of the creature’s skin.  The 
streetlight can now pulse a much more prominent version of the vein-effect outward, indicating 
where the light is traveling in the space. The veins (trunk-like where the light is strongest, or 
closest to the source, and dissipating downward and outward) travel toward the circular light 
trail, generated by the creature, and then can spill out to some surrounding objects, similar to 
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how photons would bounce onto other objects (Fig 4.3.5).  Once this effect runs its course and 
dissipates, the light is fully illuminated, just as we would see it in reality and the creature’s task 
is complete. 
   
 
Fig 4.3.4 and 4.3.5: The blast emitted from the creature’s mouth and the more potent, hero effect emitting from the 
lamp. 
 
 
Location and Props 
In the opening shot, the viewer is introduced to the urban setting through an 
establishment shot of a nondescript city, indicated by skyscrapers, street signs, traffic lights, 
street lights, and more urban props (Fig 4.3.6).  The animation takes place at night, making light 
that much more crucial to the visibility and storytelling of the animation overall.  The streets 
appear to be slightly wet, as if the city had just experienced some rainfall, and as the camera 
follows a drifting leaf in the wind downward in the opening sequence of the animation, we are 
taken into an alley in which the majority of the animation takes place. 
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Fig 4.3.6: A wide, city-establishment shot from the animation. 
 
The alley is a confined space, with litter in the streets and graffiti on the walls, making 
the set feel used and ordinary.  A single street lamp resides toward the end of the alley, but 
because it is unlit, the only light sources are ambient moon light, and the light that the creature 
emits from his skin and unique abilities.  Important props that the creature indirectly interacts 
with are a worn garbage can and trash bags, sewer panels and grates, and the leaves that 
reinforce the time stopping mechanic throughout the animation. 
 
4.4. Experimentation 
 Based on the research, I took on the thesis animation production to provide an example of 
some of the unique lighting effects that can complment story and would only be available 
through digital effects and animation.  Approaching the project from this point of view would 
allow me to apply a wide range of the tactics that were analyzed earlier in the “Approach” 
section of the document.  While the topic of the animation is a bit self-referential to the lighting-
centric thesis topic, it aims to provide different approaches to lighting from shot to shot, ranging 
from older methods of manually lighting scenes and simulating light bounce through additional 
lights, as well as the application of point-based occlusion and color bleeding effects.  The 
ultimate goal was to develop an animation with a visual style that was not only solely feasible 
through animation and computer graphics within the time constraint, but also reinforce the idea 
of lighting control insofar as the initial artistic vision from my mind to the digital renders, 
utilizing all of the limitlessness of painting, and the gained storytelling devices from theatre, 
photography, and film. 
4.4.1. Applying Photo-Surrealism  
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 With a fantastical event, applying photo-surrealism was often called upon to simulate 
realistically integrated effects for a supernatural event.  Looking past the creature, the 
environment was designed and rendered realistically, using photos as a basis for texture and 
relief mapping.  However, because the goal was to amplify the drama of the event and push the 
light and dark values to extremes, the animation often cheats the light setup across a number of 
shots.  For realism, nightfall still offers a considerable amount of ambient contribution to the 
environment, however, in order to steer the focus of the audience and highlight on specific 
elements of the scene, I chose to downplay the ambient light and instead place the emphasis on 
the electrical lights of the scene, since the story revolves around the process of their emission.   
  The creature itself was conceptualized during pre-production as a character that the 
audience could relate to in some way, or recognize, with elements that would separate it as 
“natural” and allow for fictional events such as the light trail generation and the raining 
electricity to occur.  As mentioned previously, heavy influence for the lighting was taken from 
bioluminescent creatures; while there are not many real-world quadrupeds that offer this similar 
aesthetic, animation allowed the thesis to bring one to life.  The idea was to design a character 
that offered the potential to go beyond standard low-key lighting effects, silhouette, and even rim 
lighting, and define the contour through design elements featured throughout the creature’s body 
(Fig 4.4.1).   
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Fig 4.4.1: An image of the creature with glowing veins from an early animatic (right) and the final design of 
the creature as translated into 3D (left).  The vine-like design became much more directional and curvilinear, 
as to be better integrated with the other effects. 
 
These vine-like designs would be applied repeatedly as a driver for the character’s feeling, as 
well as a major compositional element for directing focus.  Throughout a number of the shots, 
secondary elements are placed into shadow unless illuminated by one of the hero effects during 
the climax of the animation.  In addition to this, the presence of the creature also influences the 
environment, offering light contribution to his surroundings.  This is reminiscent of  Sint Jans’ 
Nativity at Night, in which the infant Christ illuminates the scene. 
 
 
Fig 4.4.2: A character as both a light source and focal point of the composition as seen in The Nativity at 
Night. 
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Shots such as the opening, in which the creature is introduced via his shadow being cast 
on the wall were inspired and handled similarly to sequences found in The Third Man, 
specifically where the presence of the large shadow against the wall add suspense, but ultimately 
reveals a much smaller character, alleviating the suspense.  The Disney animation Mulan also 
takes this approach and presents a character as through shadow, ultimately revealing a short, 
comedic character rather than an ominous figure (Fig 4.4.3).  In the instance of my animation, 
the device was used to build suspense, play with the audience’s expectations, and indicate that 
there has been a shift in the reality of the world. 
 
 
Fig 4.4.3: Deceptive shadow-play toward character introductions as seen in The Third Man and Disney’s 
Mulan. 
 
 
In addition to the character and environment design, the effects themselves are also 
important to the animation as they are the light itself, represented in a visually unusual way, as 
actual electricity that has escaped from the street lamp and has entered the world.  Of course, 
audiences have seen examples of light being visualized in a variety of other films such as the 
light sabers in Star Wars (1977) and the futuristic suits and environments of Tron (1982), to 
name a few (Fig 4.4.4).  
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Fig 4.4.4: Various tangible light representations as seen in Star Wars and Tron. 
 
Using these types of representations as inspiration, the thesis animation’s lighting effects 
are primarily related to electricity due to the direct correlation it shares with the streetlight, and 
the only abstract liberties that were taken with the effect (outside of having the electricity rain 
down from the head of the lamp), were treating the crawling shots much more like vine-growth 
to indicate light spreading or bouncing throughout the scene.  The aggregation of vine-growth 
and the idea of rooting itself in the environment felt like it would be a working mechanic for 
creating a tangible translation for the audience as the physicality of crawling vines would be a 
very deliberate visualization of both growth and spreading, rather than looking at emptiness as 
the street was illuminated.  This effect also ties in to the design of the creature and related 
effects. 
4.4.2. Unified Character, Effect, Composition, and Lighting Design 
 One major intent of the animation was a unity between the lighting design and the other 
elements of the animation, specifically the character, environment, and compositional design 
throughout.  Because of this, I decided to take a design approach that was used in the Pixar film 
Up, in which major design decisions were formulated around the unified concept of simplified 
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geometric shapes and the meaning that those shapes implied [19].  With this, I used two 
reoccurring design patterns throughout the animation, the circle and the vine-like pattern (that 
can be further simplified to a triangle shape).   
 First, I worked with the circle shape, which I consistently use as a primary “source” of 
light throughout the animation.  While the other effects cast light onto the environment, it is the 
circle shape of the geysers on the character’s back from which his vine-like designs emerge, as 
well as the circular streetlight head from which the hero effect emits.  The light trail also 
becomes a complete circle, attempting to dictate the cone angle of the streetlight, defining 
location and the goal for which the light to reach.  The second shot also features the character’s 
eyes, revealed to be fully incandescent orbs within the head, implying that the creature is other-
worldly, and made up of light.  Much like the light trail dictates the directional focus of the 
effect, the character’s eyes are often used to direct audience attention, particularly in shots such 
as the character reveal, the first time the streetlight is focused upon, when the creature loses 
concentration as if to break the directional gaze, as well as the final scene when the creature turns 
away from the fully illuminated streetlight (Fig 4.4.5).   
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Fig 4.4.5: Circular shapes as used throughout the animation in the character’s eyes, back, and the light trail 
created during the middle of the animation. 
 Even more significant than the circular design pattern is the reoccurring theme of the 
branching vine-like design patterns, or veins of light that appear on the character, as well as in 
the effects.  The triangular shape of this particular element offers many opportunities for 
compositional focus, as seen when the creature stares at the streetlight from below with his 
illuminated veins pointing toward his focus.  Using a wide-angle lens, buildings are also pushed 
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into a deeper perspective, aiding the very angular and triangular design of the compositions.  
Once the hero effect emits from the streetlight, the wide angle is used again to amplify the cone-
like volume in which the electrical vines emit.  As mentioned previously, the correlation between 
the design and effect is the concept of growth throughout the scene, and the similarities between 
the design patterns and the effect is an attempt to unify the creature and his fantastical abilities 
(Fig 4.4.6) (Fig 4.4.7). 
 
Fig 4.4.6: Vine-like patterns act as a directional device for the composition to steer audience focus as well as 
act as a tangible method to portray light spread through vine growth. 
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Fig 4.4.7: Additional examples of the vines and wide camera angles forcing triangular compositions 
throughout the piece. 
 
This design decision was also highly influenced by the environment, costume, and 
lighting unity from the researched films including Das Cabinet des Dr. Caligari (1920) and The 
Conformist (1970) [9] in which lighting mimicked the design elements seen elsewhere in the 
composition (Fig 4.4.8). 
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Fig 4.4.8: Angular and repetitive design patterns of sets and lighting as seen in Das Cabinet and The 
Conformist. 
 
4.5. Limitations and Future Work 
 While computer animation opens opportunities for light simulation and storytelling that 
would otherwise be difficult to convey visually, there are limitations to the medium, just as there 
have been with other media types.  While computer graphics offer a great deal of artistic control 
over the various elements of a scene, it is important to note that digital simulation is expensive in 
terms of both time and manpower, an issue that came up during the production of the thesis 
animation.  With film, you are able to capture the world as it is, or how you would like to portray 
it; however, with computer graphics, each element of a scene typically needs to be built from the 
ground up, going through a pipeline of phases ranging from concept generation, 3d modeling, 
texturing, rigging, animation, lighting, rendering, and more. In a larger studio setting, these roles 
are split up amongst teams, with feature films requiring studio efforts that last for years.  While 
the processing of building a scene’s elements from scratch ultimately grants more control, the 
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price may cause an artist to rationalize whether or not it is practical for their personal (or 
studio’s) budget and deadline to follow through with the computer generation of any given shot’s 
elements.   
4.5.1. Hybrid Hardware/Software Lighting Solutions 
 With a thesis that primarily focuses on lighting, solutions for more accurately represented 
light and shadow prior to fully rendered images are necessary for feedback toward adjustments 
as well as presentation to clients, or in this instance, a thesis committee.  Some real-time lighting 
solutions are available for instances such as these in which final software render outputs are 
represented with real-time shaders.  Nvidia’s Cg programming language has been one of the 
longest standing real-time shading languages and offers some streamlined integration into third 
party computer graphics software packages and renderers including mental images’ mental ray 
[20].  With mental images’ application mental mill, users can visually program their mental ray 
shaders in a node-based interface (Fig 4.5.1.1) and simultaneously receive a real-time 
counterpart for previewing in their 3D scene [21]. 
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Fig 4.5.1.1: mental images’ mental mill features a node based interface for programming both software and 
hardware renderable shaders [22]. 
 Pixar’s RenderMan also introduced a hybrid hardware/software shading system such as 
this in 2005, known as “Lpics” which offers an interactive method for artists to light and receive 
faster lighting feedback for their 3D scenes (Fig. 4.5.1.2) [23].  Pixar states that Lpics has been 
used on at least two of their feature-length animated films and the results have “fundamentally 
changed the artist's workflow, improving both productivity and artistic expressiveness.” [23] 
 
Fig 4.5.1.2: Render time comparison for Pixar’s PRMan  
 While these solutions exist and have been stressed tested in feature-film productions for 
previewing, they still do not accurately represent the final render output exactly.  As discussed 
earlier in the paper, I employed the point-based rendering method to more efficiently render 
lighting effects that would have otherwise taken too long or required too much hardware power 
to make it practical throughout the thesis production with ray-tracing.  The point-based rendering 
method is still new in comparison to the expensive and widespread technique of ray tracing.  
However, as more feature-films begin to use the point-based method, we are likely to see an 
increase in its implementation, as it is often the only option for generating advanced lighting 
effects such as color-bleeding in complex 3D scenes [17] [24].  Point-based rendering algorithm 
developer and implementation expert Per Christensen states, "Point-based color bleeding has 
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now been used in more than 30 movies. It seems that color bleeding has finally made it into the 
standard production pipeline in most of the large studios. This means that the movies are able to 
achieve new levels of realism." [17] [24]   
 Through a combination of systems that allow for more rapid lighting interaction for 
greater artist feedback, and more efficient rendering solutions for the final render output such as 
point-based workflows, the field of computer graphics is always working to address issues in 
production efficiency to allow the artist even more readily accessible control over the animations 
and digital effects films of tomorrow.   
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5. CONCLUSION 
The various devices relating to chiaroscuro and low-key lighting have certainly evolved 
with media.  In painting, we saw the discovery of the device and the first applications for 
purposeful exaggeration for a stronger artistic effect.  In theatre, we saw how light could guide 
the focus of an audience, change the feeling of an event within a story entirely through varying 
light qualities, and how elements of shadow play can become powerful narrative drivers.  In 
photography and film, light was captured through the lens, and in terms of sequential imagery, a 
whole new language revolutionized the lighting device.  From the distorted designs of Dr. 
Caligari, to the gritty relief detail of film noir's street style, to the mysterious power of The 
Godfather, the dramatic use of light and shadow in film have defined genres and have planted 
everlasting imagery in our minds.  With the dawn of digital media, we see a culmination of these 
media types, offering unprecedented control over light and shadow as well as the production 
efficiency to establish practicality in the industry.  Computer graphics have truly liberated 
creativity in cinematic storytelling.  As art and technology grow together, time has shown that 
the device of chiaroscuro will evolve alongside of them. 
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